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events on Istvaan III, Deathguard Captain Garro seizes a ship and heads to Terra
to warn the Emperor of Horus' treachery. But the fleeing Eisenstein is damaged by
enemy fire, and becomes stranded in the warp. Can Garro and his men survive the
depredations of Chaos and get his warning to Terra in time? This is a reissue of
9781849708128.
Outer Dark Robbie MacNiven 2018-09-18 With tyranid hive fleets approaching, the
Carcharodons make a stand on the world of Piety V. If they can stop the xenos
here, they will be able to end the menace before it begins. The Carcharodons’
remit is an unenviable one - this Chapter of Space Marines plies the dark areas of
space, endlessly hunting down the enemies of mankind. Living on the edge, with no
fixed base of operations, they are creatures shaped by their environment, renowned
for their ruthlessness and their brutality. With a fresh wave of tyranid hive
fleets approaching the galactic plane, the Carcharodons decide to use the world of
Piety V as a bulwark. If they can stop the xenos here, they will be able to end
the menace before it begins. But as they mobilise the planet’s defenders and fight
the tyranids, the Carcharodons come to learn what the value of mankind truly is.
Horus Rising Dan Abnett 2018-08-28 Re-release of the mass market edition of the
first novel in the best selling Horus Heresy series Under the benevolent
leadership of the Immortal Emperor the Imperium of Man has stretched out across
the galaxy. On the eve of victory, the Emperor leaves the front lines, entrusting
the great crusade to his favorite son, Horus. Promoted to Warmaster, the
idealistic Horus tries to carry out the Emperor'sgrand design, all the while the
seeds of heresy and rebellion have been sowed amongst his brothers.
Fallen Angels Mike Lee 2018-08-28 Book eleven in the New York Times bestselling
series With news of Horus’s treachery spreading across the galaxy, the Great
Crusade grinds to a halt as the primarchs and their Legions decide where their
loyalty lies – with the Emperor, or with the rebel Warmaster. The Dark Angels,
too, face a time of testing, both among the stars and on their home world Caliban.
Luther, once Lion El’Jonson’s trusted second-in-command, now languishes as an
exile in all but name while his master struggles to thwart the traitors’ advance
upon the forge world Diamat. But an ancient evil gathers its strength beneath the
surface of Caliban, and the First Legion will soon be thrust into a deadly
conflict where all that they know will be cast into doubt.
Straight Silver Dan Abnett 2016-06-28 Commissar Gaunt and his men undertake a
seemingly suicidal mission in the blood-soaked trenches of the 41st Millennium. On
the battlefields of Aexe Cardinal, the struggling forces of the Imperial Guard are
locked in a deadly stalemate with the dark armies of Chaos. Commissar Ibram Gaunt
and his regiment, the Tanith First and Only, are thrown headlong into this living
hell of trench warfare, where death from lethal artillery is always just a moment
away. The only chance for Gaunt and his lightly armed scouts to survive is to
volunteer for a mission so dangerous that no one else dares accept it.
Helsreach Aaron Dembski-Bowden 2020-12-08 Black Library presents the Masterworks –
a curated collection of novels celebrating the very best science fiction and
fantasy set in the worlds of Warhammer. When the world of Armageddon is attacked
by orks, the Black Templars Space Marine Chapter are amongst those sent to
liberate it. Chaplain Grimaldus and a band of Black Templars are charged with the
defence of Hive Helsreach from the xenos invaders in one of the many battlezones.

The Hunt for Voldorius Andy Hoare 2015-08-18 Captain Kor'sarro Khan of the White
Scars is petitioned by his Chapter Master to hunt down and destroy the daemon
prince Voldorius. Captain Kor'sarro Khan of the White Scars is petitioned by his
Chapter Master to hunt down and destroy the daemon prince Voldorius, a warleader
of the renegade Alpha Legion, thus ending his reign of terror across the stars.
Hunting the beast doggedly for over a decade, Kor'sarro finally brings Voldorius
to battle on Quintus, a world that has totally given itself over to the Alpha
Legion. Together with their Raven Guard allies, the White Scars must fight an
entire planet if they are to slay the daemon prince.
Battle for the Abyss Ben Counter 2014-08-26 Book eight in the New York Times
bestselling series Now that the news of Horus's Treachery is in the open, a time
of testing has come. Some Legions have already declared allegiance to the
Warmaster, while the loyalty of the others lies firmly with the Emperor. As Horus
deploys his forces, loyalist Astartes learn that the Wordbearers are sending a
fleet to Ultramar, home of the Ultramarines. Unless they can intercept and destroy
it, the Ultramarines may suffer a blow from which they will never recover. Battle
for the Abyss continues the epic tale of the Horus Heresy, a galactic civil war
that threatened to bring about the extinction of humanity.
Warriors of Ultramar Graham McNeill 2015-05 In the cold dakness of space, the
voracious alian tyranids travel from world to world, consuming all in a futile
attempt to slake their hunger for bio-matter. Lying directly in theirpath is the
industrial planet Tarsis Ultra, where Captain Uriel Ventris and the Ultramarines
of Fourth Company stand shoulder to shoulder with their battle-brothers from the
Mortifactors Chapter. As war rages and the situation looks bleak, Uriel must
accept the barbaric traditions of his allies and act against the ancient tactics
laid down in the holy Codex Astartes if there is to be any chance of destroying
the alien menace. Previous Titles: Nightbringer - 9781849708609 Dark Hunters:
Umbra Sumus - 9781849708449
Ravenwing Gav Thorpe 2013-01-01 Upon steeds of adamantium and steel, the Ravenwing
of the Dark Angels bring death to the foes of the Imperium in the first book in a
new trilogy from acclaimed author Gav Thorpe. The Ravenwing stand apart from the
rest of the Dark Angels Chapter – these dynamic Space Marines take to the
battlefield upon steeds of adamantium and steel, and swoop from the skies in
lightning-fast speeders to bring death to the foes of the Imperium. Led by the
heroic Master Sammael, they prosecute war where their battle-brothers cannot, and
are ever at the forefront of the Dark Angels’ campaigns.
The Age of Darkness Christian Dunn 2011-04-26 A new anthology of short stories
delving into the secret history of the Horus Heresy. After the betrayal at
Isstvan, Horus begins his campaign against the Emperor, a galaxy-wide war that can
lead only to Terra. But the road to the final confrontation between father and son
is a long one – seven years filled with secrecy and silence, plans and foundations
being formed across distant stars. An unknown history is about to be unveiled as
light is shed on the darkest years of the Horus Heresy, and revelations will
surface that will shake the Imperium to its very foundation...
The Flight of the Eisenstein James Swallow 2018-08-28 Book four in the New York
Times bestselling series. This is a reissue of 9781849708128 Having witnessed the
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But as the orks numbers grow and the Space Marines dwindle, Grimaldus faces a
desperate last stand in an Imperial temple. Determined to sell their lives dearly,
will the Black Templars hold on long enough to be reinforced, or will their
sacrifice ultimately be in vain?
Eye of Terror Barrington J. Bayley 2000-06-01 As the Imperium's war-fleets launch
a mission into the heart of Chaos, rogue trader Maynard Rugolo search for wealth
and power on the fringe worlds of the distant realm, until he comes face to face
with the devastating powers of Chaos, in a novel based on the Warhammer 40,000
universe. Original.
The Solar War John French 2020-11-24 Explore the final stages of the New York
Times Bestselling Series The Horus Heresy in this fantastic miniseries, a must
have for all fans! After seven years of bitter war, the end has come at last for
the conflict known infamously as the Horus Heresy. Terra now lies within the
Warmaster’s sights, the Throneworld and the seat of his father’s rule. Horus’
desire is nothing less than the death of the Emperor of Mankind and the utter
subjugation of the Imperium. He has become the ascendant vessel of Chaos, and
amassed a terrible army with which to enact his will and vengeance. But the way to
the Throne will be hard as the primarch Rogal Dorn, the Praetorian and protector
of Terra, marshals the defences. First and foremost, Horus must challenge the
might of the Sol System itself and the many fleets and bulwarks arrayed there. To
gain even a foothold on Terran soil, he must first contend the Solar War. Thus the
first stage of the greatest conflict in the history of all mankind begins.
Only War Fantasy Flight Games 2012-10-16
The Horus Heresy : Angel Exterminatus Graham McNeill 2013-01-29 The latest title
in Black Library's premium line. Perturabo – master of siegecraft, and executioner
of Olympia. Long has he lived in the shadow of his more favoured primarch
brothers, frustrated by the mundane and ignominious duties which regularly fall to
his Legion. When Fulgrim offers him the chance to lead an expedition in search of
an ancient and destructive xenos weapon, the Iron Warriors and the Emperor’s
Children unite and venture deep into the heart of the great warp-rift known only
as ‘the Eye’. Pursued by a ragged band of survivors from Isstvan V and the
revenants of a dead eldar world, they must work quickly if they are to unleash the
devastating power of the Angel Exterminatus!
Ragnar Blackmane Aaron Dembski-Bowden 2016-12-20 A brand new series of novels
begins, featuring the legendary heroes of the Space Marines. Ragnar Blackmane is a
legend of the Space Wolves, the youngest warrior ever to rise to command a Great
Company. As he battles the forces of Abaddon the Despoiler on the war-ravaged
world of Cadia, Ragnar remembers the events that brought him to this place and
time, and relates two great sagas from his past, each bringing him into conflict
with brother Space Marines from other Chapters, the secretive Dark Angels and
savage Flesh Tearers. As these tales influence the events of the present, Ragnar
comes to realise that his past actions have consequences.
Blades of Damocles Phil Kelly 2017-04-04 Setting out to exterminate the upstart
Tau Empire before it becomes a threat, the Ultramarines under Captain Atheus
discover that the xenos may be more of a menace than they originally believed… The
Imperium of Man takes its bloody revenge upon the expansionist tau in a war of
dizzying spectacle. For the first time, the daredevil warriors of the Ultramarines
Assault Company go to war en masse, fighting in the skies, in the streets, and
even in the prototype testing facilities of the tau Earth caste. However,
Sergeants Sicarius and Numitor must overcome their hunger for glory as the
brightest stars of the Tau Empire, Commanders Farsight and Shadowsun, hunt them to
the brink of disaster. Tempers run short as battle-brothers fall, ammunition runs
out and the course of the war takes ever-darker twists and turns. With two warrior
cultures struggling for a vital edge and the body count spiralling towards a
terrible conclusion, can notions of honour and duty survive at all?
Dark Apostle Anthony Reynolds 2007-09-25 Driven by dark visions, Dark Apostle
Jarulek and his forces from the Word Bearers Chaos Space Marines ravage the
Imperial planet of Tanakreg, brutally enslaving its inhabitants and racing against
time to build a monstrous tower before the Imperial army arrives to reclaim the
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planet. Original.
Flesh Tearers Andy Smillie 2016-02-09 Formed in the aftermath of the Horus Heresy,
the Flesh Tearers, veterans of the Blood Angels Legion now cast adrift, gather
behind their leader, Chapter Master Amit, and set out to forge their own destiny.
None of the scions of Sanguinius are as bloody or wrathful as the Flesh Tearers.
The fury of this Chapter, scorned by the Blood Angels and many of their
successors, is legendary. Within them, the Black Rage is made manifest, a curse on
the Imperium and its enemies. In the uncertain years following the end of the
Great Heresy, it fell to Amit to lead this benighted Chapter. Upon his shoulders
lay a heavy burden, for to prevent their own self-annihilation, the Flesh Tearers
must not only fight their many foes but their very nature itself.
Dark Heresy Ascension Alan Bligh 2010-04-28 This book takes your Acolytes to the
next tier of power in the Calixis Sector. Learn to wield the authority of an
Interrogator's rosette, join the elite ranks of the Inquisitional Stormtroopers,
or discover the secrets of technology known only to a Magos of the Lathe Worlds.
Ascension also includes new gear, Talents, and Skills for characters who are ready
to ascend to greater responsibilities...and greater challenges.
Rynn's World Steve Parker 2015-09-15 One of the most famous events in Warhammer
40,000 history is explored in depth. See the fall and rise of the Crimson Fists as
they battle orks on their home world. When the ork hordes of Warlord Snagrod lay
waste to the planet of Badlanding and wipe out the Crimson Fists sent to stop
them, Chapter Master Kantor prepare a hasty line of defence on the Fists home
planet of Rynn's World. Tragedy strikes when an errant missile destroys the Space
Marine's Chapter monastery, killing most of their warriors. With a handful of
Crimson Fists left, Kantor must fight the campaign of his life, to defeat
Snagrod's orks and prevent his Chapter's annihilation.
Tales of Heresy Lindsey Priestley 2018-08-28 Book ten in the New York Times
bestselling series. This is a reissue of 9781849708180 It is the 31st millennium,
and mankind has spread across the galaxy. When Horus the Warmaster rebelled
against the Emperor, the ensuing civil war nearly destroyed the Imperium. War
raged across galaxy, pitting Astartes against their battle-brothers in a struggle
where death was the only victor. This collection features stories of heroism and
tragedy set during this turbulent time, by star Horus Heresy authors Dan Abnett,
Graham McNeill, James Swallow and more.
Deliverance Lost Gav Thorpe 2014-08-26 Book eighteen in the New York Times
bestselling series As the Horus Heresy divides the Imperium, Corax and his few
remaining Raven Guard escape the massacre at Isstvan V. Tending to their wounds,
the bloodied Space Marines endeavour to replenish their numbers and take the fight
to the traitor Warmaster. Distraught at the crippling blow dealt to his Legion,
Corax returns to Terra to seek the aid of his father – the Emperor of Mankind.
Granted access to ancient secrets, Corax begins to rebuild the Raven Guard. But
not all his remaining warriors are who they appear to be… the mysterious Alpha
Legion have infiltrated the survivors and plan to destroy the Raven Guard before
they can rebuild and threaten Horus’s plans.
Betrayer Aaron Dembski-Bowden 2013 Lorgar and the Word Bearers, together with
their allies, Angron and the World Eaters, invade Ultramar and try to inflict a
crushing defeat on the Ultramarines in order to save the forces of the Warp and
the galaxy.
Warrior Brood C. S. Goto 2005 The world of Herodian IV is doomed when the
nightmarish tyranid hive fleets descend from the depths of space, intent on
devouring every living thing there. In the vital hours before the planeet is lost,
Inquisitor Kalipsia and a team of Deathwatch Spaces Marines are sent on a mission
to investigate a mysterious research outpost. The terrible secret they uncover
could affect the fate of all humanity, but can they escape to dafety before they
are torn apart by the ravenous alien bordes?
Of Honour and Iron Ian St Martin 2018-09-04 The age of the Dark Imperium has
begun, and the human race is poised on the brink of ruin. In their darkest hour,
the Emperor’s servants have achieved the impossible: the resurrection of the
Primarch Roboute Guilliman. Now Lord Commander of the Imperium of Man, Guilliman
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marshals his forces in a desperate effort to drive back the predations of Chaos:
the Indomitus Crusade. Dispatched ahead of the bulk of Guilliman’s war fleets,
Chaplain Helios of the Ultramarines is entrusted by the risen primarch with a
mission of vital importance. Will he achieve a crucial victory for Guilliman in
time, or will a millennia-old obsession spell his doom? And just what manner of
weapons will be needed to wage the war to save mankind?
Warhammer 40,000 Dan Abnett 2007 In the nightmare future of the 41st millennium,
Mankind teeters upon the brink of extinction. The galaxy-spanning Imperium of Man
is beset on all sides by ravening aliens and threatened from within by malevolent
creatures and heretic rebels. Only the strength of the Immortal Emperor of Terra
stands between Humanity and its annihilation. Foremost amongst servants of the
Imperium stand the Space Marines, mentally and physically engineered to be the
supreme fighting force, the ultimate protectors of Mankind. The Black Templars are
fearless champions and unforgiving crusaders against the enemies of the Emperor;
Forged from the Imperial Fists Space Marines in the aftermath of the Horus Heresy,
the Black Templars have undertaken the longest crusade the Imperium has ever known
to prove their loyalty. The series centers upon a new recruit to the Black
Templars and a member from their elite Sword Brethren squad and, the most
venerable of their warriors, the Dreadnaught. From the "Battle of Carrion Gulf" to
the "Torment Crusade," we follow these genetically-enhanced super-warriors in
their dedicated hunt for the enemies of the Imperium. Warhammer 40,000: Damnation
Crusade serves as an accessible opening chapter introducing new and old readers
alike to this bloody, dark, ravaged universe of science fiction and fantasy! Gods
of War and Ancestors, bless us now, for we go to war...
Rogue Trader: Into the Storm Nathan Dowdell 2010-08-31 Many a foolhardy Rogue
Trader has passed through the Maw, never to be seen again. Avoid their fate! Equip
yourselves with the tools and abilities any worthy Rogue Trader needs to survive.
Into the Storm offers a host of new character options, allowing for increased
personalization with the new expanded Origin Path and Alternate Career Ranks.
Plus, play as a character from beyond the Imperium with two all-new xenos Careers!
Vehicle rules add a new dimension to gameplay and expand possibilities for
adventure. Explore uncharted worlds in a Rhino Armoured Personnel Carrier or
dominate your foes from the cockpit of a Fury starfighter. You can even gain
access to an extensive new armoury of weapons, armour, and gear wrested from alien
races or rediscovered from humanity's dark past, or augment yourself with new
psychic powers for Astropaths and Navigators. Into the Storm contains everything
needed to build and equip a Rogue Trader like no other... and the crew to match!
Red Tithe Robbie MacNiven 2017-07-25 The most brutal of Space Marines, the
Carcharodons Astra, battle the Night Lords for control of the prison world of
Zartak. On the prison world of Zartak, darkness has fallen on arbitrators and
inmates alike. The Night Lords have come, and with them the shadow of fear and
pain. But they are not the only ones with an interest in Zartak. From the void,
running on silent, another fleet emerges. Its warriors are grey-clad and whitefaced, and their eyes are as black as the Outer Dark – the savage Carcharodon
Astra. As these two packs of ancient, merciless predators stalk the shadows of the
prison colony, both seeking a single young inmate with unnatural talents, the
corridors run red with blood, and both factions will have to fight tooth and claw
to leave Zartak alive.
Deathwatch Andrea Gausman 2010-12 Defend the Imperium against its greatest foes!
The Emperor Protects contains three separate adventures for the Deathwatch
roleplaying game set among the war-torn front lines of an Imperial crusade. Can
your imposing Space Marines convince the warrior colony of the Feral World Aurum
to join the Imperium? Or will they meet their demise upon the surface of a
corrupted Forge World? Featuring three new adventures - The Price of Hubris, A
Stony Sleep, and The Vigilant Sword - that present dangerous challenges for your
Kill-teams, The Emperor Protects is a great way to begin your campaigns in the
Deathwatch. Complete these missions as only Space Marines can... in the Emperor's
Name!
Dark Imperium Marc Gascoigne 2001-01
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Deathwatch Fantasy Flight Games 2012-01 First Founding is the latest supplement
for Deathwatch. The First Founding Legions were crafted by the Emperor himself,
and they forged the Imperium in bloody combat as they waged the Great Crusade
across the galaxy. First Founding details the nine Chapters directly formed from
the loyalist Space Marines Legions, and includes new rules from solo modes to new
advances specialities. Of these nine Chapters, First Founding features the final
four Chapters not discussed in previous Deathwatch rulebooks. This exciting
supplement includes the background of the nine Traitor Legions and their fall to
the seduction of the Ruinous Powers. Additionally, for the first time in
Deathwatch, First Founding provides new rules for Battle-Brothers to have
followers.
Aliens vs. Predators: Rift War Weston Ochse 2022-08-16 When the Predators choose
LV-363 for a hunt and seed it with Xenomorph eggs, the result is bizarre alien
hybrids and humans trapped between the Predators and their prey. The planet LV-363
teems with exotic life, including a plant growing in the shadows of its deep
rifts. The plant’s flower yields a valuable narcotic, and people are forced by the
cartels to harvest it. When a Yautja (Predator) ship arrives for a hunting ritual,
the Predators seed the rifts with Xenomorph eggs. The aliens emerge and the result
is bizarre and deadly hybrids, with humans trapped between the Predators and their
prey. These deadly Xenomorph hybrids—some of which possess the ability to
fly—swarm out of control and may prove more than either the Yautja or the humans
can defeat. © 2021 20TH CENTURY STUDIOS
Insignium Astartes Alan Merrett 2006-01-31 This incredibly detailed and full color
scourcebook from the world of Warhammer 40,000, is the most comprehensive account
to date of the colors and insignia of the Codex chapters of Space Marines. This
includes unit markings, chapter organization, vehicle markings and special troop
types. Taking the Ultramarines chapter as its prime example, Insignium Astartes
closely examines the elite super-warriors known as Space Marines and explains the
significance, history and complexities of their incredible heraldic costumes making this book a must for anyone with an interest in humanity's greatest
champions
Dark Creed Anthony Reynolds 2009-12-01 Dark Apostle Marduk faces challenges from
within his own legion as he wages war with the White Consuls Chapter. Harnessing
the power of the Nexus Arrangement, a powerful necron device, Marduk can turn the
tide in the Word Bearers' favour.
Night Lords Aaron Dembski-Bowden 2014-05-22 The omnibus edition of this gripping
science fiction series. The omnibus edition of this gripping science fiction
series. Driven by their hatred of the False Emperor, the Night Lords stalk the
shadows of the galaxy, eternally seeking revenge for the death of their primarch.
Guided by the visions of the prophet Talos, a warband from this sinister Legion
struggles to survive in a constant war against the forces of the Imperium. But
when they come into conflict with fellow renegades and are hunted by the Eldar of
Craftworld Ulthwe, the Night Lords find themselves returning to the scene of their
greatest defeat and drawn into a battle they cannot possibly win.
Mark of Calth Laurie Goulding 2014-01-28 Anthology of short stories revealing the
untold tales of the Underworld War. The Heresy came to Calth without warning. In
just a few hours of betrayal and bloodshed, the proud warriors of the XIIIth
Legion – Guilliman’s own Ultramarines – were laid low by the treachery of their
erstwhile brothers of the XVIIth. Now, as the planet is scoured by solar flares
from the wounded Veridian star, the survivors must take the fight to the remaining
Word Bearers and their foul allies, or face damnation in the gloomy arcology
shelters beneath the planet’s surface. A collection of stories by authors
including Dan Abnett, Aaron Demsbki-Bowden and Rob Sanders. The battle for Calth
is far from over...
Dark Matter Michael Holik 2019-07 Dark Matter is a full science fiction conversion
for the 5th Edition of the World's Greatest Roleplaying that unlocks a universe of
adventure for your table, without leaving your favorite fantasy staples behind.
This full campaign setting is rife with gorgeous art, easy to learn, and generic
enough to use with any campaign.
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Shattered Legions Laurie Goulding 2017-10-10 Massive anthology of short stories
themed around the guerrilla war waged by the remnants of the three Space Marine
Legions massacred at Isstvan V. Driven almost to the brink of self-destruction at
Isstvan V, the Iron Hands now seek vengeance for the murder of their primarch
Ferrus Manus. Gathering survivors from the Raven Guard and the Salamanders aboard
any vessels capable of warp travel, these Shattered Legions wage a new campaign of
annihilation against the traitor forces across the galaxy – a campaign
masterminded by legendary warleader Shadrak Meduson. This Horus Heresy anthology
contains ten short stories by authors including Dan Abnett, Chris Wraight and John
French. Also included is the novella The Seventh Serpent, where author Graham
McNeill revisits the ragtag crew of the starship Sisypheum as they are drawn into
a war of subterfuge against the Alpha Legion.
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The Devastation of Baal Guy Haley 2017-11-28 The popular Space Marine Battles
series is relaunched with an epic novel that sees the whole Blood Angels Chapter
in action, fighting a desperate rearguard battle to defend their home world from
the predations of the tyranid hive fleet Leviathan. After a brutal campaign in the
Cryptus System fighting the alien tyranids, Lord Dante returns to Baal to marshal
the entire Blood Angels Chapter and their Successors against Hive Fleet Leviathan.
Thus begins the greatest conflict in the history of the sons of Sanguinius.
Despite a valiant battle in the void around Baal, the Blood Angels are unable to
stop the tyranids drawing ever closer, but their petitions for reinforcements are
met with dread news. The Cadian Gate, the Imperium’s most stalwart bastion against
Chaos, has fallen. In their darkest hour, no help will reach the beleaguered Dante
and his warriors. Is this truly then the Time of Ending?
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